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C A.T AIR TRAW PORT SUPPORT OF F H MT I Y IN FREN	 H NA

1. C.A.T. is the airline which was operated by General

Chennault and Ihiting Willauer in China from 1947 through 1549.

It is now based on Formosa where its field of activity includes

Formosa, Hongkong and Japan; and special charters throughout the

Far East. C.A.T. now has exeess capacity of twenty C-46 aircraft

and 4 Cessna 5 place liason transports. It has a complete main-
tenance base installed afloat on an LSI and a 2000 ton barge.

C.A.T. is not only capable of doing all its own maintenance work

including the heaviest airframe overlauls, but could also do much

work for the French Air Force's planes. The French work is now
mostly done at bases as far away as -France, -involving tremendous
expense and often including the full cost of flying aircraft all

the way back to Europe. If C.A.T. were to operate as air transport

unit for the French it would move its maintenance shops to French

Indo-China, and the whole effect would be a great boost to present

air activities. Since C.A.T. is now a fully staffed and equipped

organization, and since it is already located in the Far East, use

of C.A.T. would bring image. results.

2. C.A.T. has recently offered its services to General

Hartmann, the French Air Force Commander in Indo-China. General

Hartmann has expressed great interest and has reported the matter

to Paris, where General Charpentier, Commander of French Indo-

China Forces, is now working on French requirements to be furnish-

ed through MAP.

3. C.A.T. has specialized for more than three years in

Far Eastern air cargo and passenger work of a combat nature. In

China, while operating as a commercial carrier, its services weree-
extensively used by the military.
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As a result, c.r.T. today has an organization of veterans

thoroughly skilled in doing the exact type of work required in French

Indo-China. Thousands of tons of military supplies and personnel

have been delivered under fire by C.	 under conditions identical

to those in Indo-Ohina. Parachutn7, of personnel, and parachuting

and free drops of miliar supplies hac-been extensively and success-

fully carriod on so this work is	 r:.rL7,tine for C.A.T.

4.	 Use c Vo .. 	 17rEnc Lado-Gaina would clearly be in

the interest. of	 c _rench and of the United Sates in the following

major respoeLs:

80.	 ,f2eaeh:

(1) avail bilitv of all or any pLrt of a coin

concern now in place in 6ollth Upst-

-ft win 	 anlarol,r-e r=7 nf ronc7 to

fe:ry other aircraft from the	 . te Indo-China.

Proble-ls of el- ,are rarts an olzn;-c7t1-_ es%inmeAt

and personnel for pror,er utilizalfton of equipment

will canec 7 .7-cz t delays u17cso,	 —2. is used.

(2) •Saijin eiternenditLre

7resents a value of mo7ce HR70-14

of evirment.	 A.T. is offerin the use of all or

a art of its equipment without capital expenditure.

1b.oefore, use of C.A.T. will mean that the limited

funds for military aid now available for Indo-China

MAP can be conserved for other items.

(3) SIviJr.'a.tZL.9.22_,Ecioene_
C.A.T. I s C-46 aircraft are 40% cheaper per ton

mile operating costs than C-47's. Figures conclusively

proving this have already been submitted to General

Hartmann.
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(4) US.Dollaro	 for C.A.T. will be no

greater than any other possible alternative plan for

air transport. C.A.T. has agreed to operate for

francs or piastres for the bulk of its expenses. It

will only require dollars for items such as spare

its and home allotments. Any other alternative

operation will require dellers for spare eaets. 0.A.T.Is

dollar requirements for maintenance par ton mile will

be cheaper than for C-47 1 s,furnished from the United

States because first, C.A.T. already has an extensive

stock of parts and, second because the cost of parts

per ton-mile foe C.A.T. -ander figures eubmitted to the

French show that the maintenance cost per ton-mile on

a C-47 is 60% more than for

The dollar saving in maintenance by using

C. f: .T. will give a margin over the C-47's sufficient

to absorb any C.A.T. requirements for dollars for home

allotments for C.A.T. flight crews and technicians.

This lettee reeeiremcnt can bc gradually reduced later

if the French desire O.A.T. to check out their men to

replace our creue. LA this eennection C.A.T. has offered

the French the choice of continuing o uee C.A.T. per-

sonnel, or substituting their own personnel as they

become thoroughly qualified on the equipment.

(5) prior Aircraft forjse s re ui 

For local use in Indo-China, the C-46 will be

ideal for many purposes. Mere is a wide pattern of

airports which can be used by C.-46's. They are faster

and, as modified by C.A.T., have proved safer in ollr
/7
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experience than C-47 1 s. Cargo doors on both sides permit

air drops in half the time required for C-47's. Due to
wider cargo doors and more space in the C-46 fuselage,

many types of equipment can be carried fu7ly assembled

which must be dismantled for C-47 carriage, or cannot

be carried at all. For instenee, teee fu7"y aseembled

jeers can 1)e carried in a C-46.

The C-46 will do almost as goed a job as a

C-51-1- in creatine a Military Air TronsTort service between

redo-eel-ea	 77anch , ee,ce in F'eanee and ,forth Africa.

Thls SC1'71CC le vitally needed, but it is understood

that C-54's ere not avallatle for allocation to Indo-_

China. C.A.T. 1 3 Cesonas are fast (150 miles per hour)

long range (600 miles) light planes wichcan be very use-

ful for liason work.

(52 C.A.T. maintenance will benefit the entire air effort

in Indo China. C.T.'s maintenance shops and technicians—

can do much of the work locally for the French Air Force

which now is either not done at all, or has to be sent

back to Europe or Africa.

(7) C.A.T. also hes extensive radio communication, navigation,

weather and ground transpoet equipment which can be used

as required.

b. Advantages to the United States:

(1) All of the advontaes to the French will also array.

aUJta	 yhich has an equal steam in the
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success of the effort to sto p communism in ;.:iouth-Bast

Asia.

(2) Preservation of 	 as a paia&s,olgem

in the Far Last ought to be a desirable thing

for the United. States. The experience and the

equi pment of C.A.T. in place in the Far Last and

available for any emergency will be a continuing

asset for U.S. policy and objectives. C.A.T.

cannot continue unless it has vorh to do, and if

it liquidates the United States loses a great asset

and it is always lihely that eventually tie ec,uipment

will beroly1)::ht_by te_..Ccrirunts

how much the owners of C.'.T. 3-:y try to jr2evont

this very Imdosirable result.

(3) Ce.A.LL use of native technicians wherever_npssible

is very much in accordance with U.S. policies, such

as that embodied in the Point IV doctrine. C.A.T.

has always specialized in training and using local

personnel, and it would be glad to continue this

policy if desired.

whiting Willauer
President, C. A.T. 7 Inc.
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